Architects making an IMPACT.

Kunle` Adeyemi - NLE` - Nigeria/Netherlands
Founder/Principal

“I am constantly inspired by solutions we discover in everyday life in the world's developing cities.”

Venice Architecture Biennale 2016 awarded Kunlé the Silver Lion for bringing his floating school to the Venice Biennale, as part of his ongoing research into building for flood-prone regions.

Speaker sponsored by ACME Brick.

David Baker, FAIA - David Baker Architects - San Francisco
Founder/Principal

“Architects have an incredible opportunity to think outside the property line and be proactive in urban design, social justice, and global warming issues.”

Speaker sponsored by General Shale Brick.

Michael Murphy - MASS DESIGN GROUP - Boston
Co-founder/Executive Director

“Design is never neutral — it either helps or it hurts. We must focus on design that helps, otherwise we’re making design that hurts — there’s no in between. There’s no middle ground. It’s one or the other.”

Alfredo Brillembourg - Urban Think Tank - Zürich
Founder/Partner

“The role of architects in our society, today in the 21st century, is to reflect critically on the social issues of our time.”

Brillembourg is the recipient of the 2012
Venice Biennale of Architecture Golden Lion Award.

Matthew Hufft, AIA - Hufft Projects - Kansas City  
Co-founder/Creative Director

At the age of twenty-five, his first commission ‘The Line House’ was completed. Soon after, other commissions followed and Hufft Projects was formed in 2005. Since that time, the firm has taken on over 300 architectural, fabrication and construction projects, ranging in budget from $20,000 to $60MM.

José Alvarez, AIA - Eskew+Dumez+Ripple - New Orleans  
Principal

“An architect certainly should care about design, but an architect also has the responsibility to mentor—to pass along their understanding of the profession to others. It
perpetuates itself."

Jennifer Masengarb - Chicago Architecture Foundation - Chicago
Director of Interpretation & Research

Trained as an architect and an architectural historian, Jen educates the public about architecture, design, and cities. She serves as one of CAF’s subject matter experts, regularly appearing on television and radio to ‘translate’ issues and concepts in architecture for the public.

Learn more about Convention 2016 - Register Today!

Early bird rates end August 1!
Members, associates, emeritus and students receive discounts.

New this year: Emerging Professional Workshops

We have a segment of workshops geared toward Emerging Professionals (in addition to our Technical Sessions, Exhibit Hall and Design Presentations) - included in registration. Check out the schedule!